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Structural effects of incorporating Cu+ and Cu2+

ions into silicate bioactive glasses using molecular
dynamics simulations

M. Soorani, * E. Mele and J. K. Christie

Copper oxide containing bioactive glasses have drawn attention because of their unique properties as

biomaterials for targeted tissue engineering applications. This is due to their ability to act as stimulants

for new tissue formation. In the present manuscript, we aim to study the structure and properties

of copper incorporated bioactive glass 45S5 using molecular dynamic simulations using newly

parameterized interaction potentials for Cu+–O and Cu2+–O oxides. The role of copper oxides in 45S5

glasses was elucidated by studying a series of glasses with compositions 46.1 mol% SiO2, 26.9 mol%

CaO, 24.4 mol% Na2O, and 2.6 mol% P2O5 in which CuO (10, 15, and 20 mol%) was progressively substi-

tuted for Na2O. The local environment of Cu+ and Cu2+ ions within the glasses was explored and the

ratio was calculated theoretically. The findings indicate that both Cu+ ions with a three-fold coordination

and Cu2+ ions coordinated by six oxygen atoms participate in the silica network as network modifiers.

The impact of Cu+ and Cu2+ ions on the overall glass network connectivity was likely to be small. The

ratio of Cu+ : Cutotal has been found to increase with an increase in the content of CuO in the structure

of the studied glasses. In the computational study of the glasses, the network connectivity was used to

predict their bioactivity. From our study, it was concluded that incorporating Cu+ and Cu2+ ions in the

structure of 45S5 glasses favours the bioactivity of these glasses.

1. Introduction

Copper (Cu) as a trace mineral has been investigated for its
therapeutic potential in the human body since it is a necessary
micro-nutrient in maintaining body haemostasis.1,2 The
amount of copper in humans depends on the gender, weight,
and age.3 An individual with a body weight of 70 kg has about
110 mg of copper.4 Half of this amount is found in the bones
and muscles while the rest is taken up by the skin, bone
marrow, liver and brain.5 Copper exists in its reduced (Cu+ or
cuprous) state inside cells.6 This makes it a suitable cofactor in
different biological processes such as energy metabolism and
anti-oxidant activity. Trace metals like this are referred to as
biologically active. Free copper ions are harmful and toxic to
the cells and because of this reason, the uptake, distribution
and haemostasis of copper are highly regulated.7 Copper also
plays an important role in the strength of skin, blood vessels,
epithelial cells, and connective tissue, and participates in a
wide variety of catalytic functions and molecular interactions
throughout the body.8 Copper and its compounds have mostly
been studied for their efficacy against pathogenic bacteria,

microbes, viruses, and deadly fungal species.9,10 Copper is an
essential element in maintaining the production of hemoglo-
bin, myeline, and melanin as well as in regulating the function
of the thyroid gland and it acts as an antioxidant and neutra-
lizes free radical damage.8 Gene expression is also affected by
copper-dependent enzymes.11

Copper at a low dose (in a range up to 8.66 mg kg�1) is
counted as an essential nutrient for the body.12,13 An excess
amount of this element, beyond the range of human tolerance,
would be toxic to the biological tissue and even lethal at doses
between 50 and 54.4 mg kg�1 due to the production of free
radicals that cause toxicity and inflammatory effects.13,14

The invention of bioactive glass (BG) paved the way for
modern biomaterial-oriented regenerative medicine.15 From a
tissue engineering point of view, BGs are excellent candidates
in biological tissue regeneration and reconstruction as their
physicochemical, mechanical, and biological features are com-
parable to those of biological tissue.16,17 Moreover, as potent
materials they can be drawn into different forms such as
powder, fibers, and 3D porous scaffolds which enhance the
regeneration process of both hard and soft tissues.1 Cu-doped
bioactive glasses (BGs) have also been studied for their applica-
tions in the synthesis of scaffolds in tissue engineering.13 Cu-
containing silicate-based glasses can be beneficial both in hard
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tissue and soft tissue engineering as they are anti microorgan-
isms, and they can prevent infection. They are also capable of
promoting cell differentiation. Silicate-based bioactive glasses
(SiBGs) are amorphous materials which are highly reactive
under physiological conditions.18,19 SiBGs can bond with both
soft tissue and bone.20 Silicate-based glasses with a wide range
of formulations are characterized by a network structure of SiO4

polyhedra with some orthophosphate (PO4) substitution.21 The
bioactivity of the glasses depends on the amount of network
formers’ oxide in glass formulations.22 The amount of bridging
oxygens (BOs) in each SiO4 tetrahedron determines the bond-
ing environment of network formers, and the overall network
connectivity (NC) of the glass. In general, higher bioactivity is
associated with a lower NC which favours the release of soluble
silica fragments to the solution.23 To impart a particular
property to SiBGs, various amounts of alkali and alkali-earth
cations such as CaO and Na2O can be incorporated in
the silicate network.24 These cations are known as network
modifiers that can break some of the Si–O–Si bonds, leading to
the formation of non-bridging oxygen atoms (NBOs),24,25 and
depolymerizing the silicate network.23 The coordination
environment, the structural arrangement, and stability of net-
work modifier cations are crucial for the migration mechanism
of these ions within the glass structure.26,27 These key struc-
tural factors will subsequently determine the dissolution rate of
the SiBGs.23 The behaviour of different cations and anions
was considered in Dietzel’s structural model which was an
extension to the approach of Zachariasen. Depending on the
elements’ respective charges, Dietzel was able to define the
connection between the size and polarisability of the constitu-
ent ions by characterising elements based on Zachariasen’s
method. He introduced a scheme where the elements in the
glass are classified based on their field strength (FS).28 Based
on his definition of field strength, the elements in the glass
can be network formers, glass modifiers, or intermediates. He
described the field strength as the interacting force between the
ionic charge (Z) and the ionic radius between the oxide ions
(a)(Z/a�2 (Å�2)). In his proposed model, the tendency for glass
formation increases with increasing field strength.29

Copper oxides can be present in glass in both Cu+ and Cu2+

oxidation states during thermal treatments,30 but Cu2+ is the
more common oxidation state.31 However, exactly how Cu
incorporates into the BG matrix at the atomic level is still
poorly understood. The oxidation state and the introduction
of an excessive amount of Cu into BG structures directly impact
their performance in terms of bioactivity.32,33 In addition, the
different oxidation states of Cu regulate various biological
effects. For instance, Cu+ ions show considerably more anti-
bacterial effects than Cu2+ ions under laboratory conditions.1,6,34,35

It is also reported that Cu+ ions show high antimicrobial potency
which is achieved at very low surface concentrations of copper
(B5%).36 Toxicity and killing pathogens by copper-containing
materials occur through rapid membrane damage upon the entry
of copper ions into cells and degradation of DNA.37 Both Cu+ and
Cu2+ oxidation states play an important role in homeostasis in
human cells, but it is Cu+ that is transported by the major uptake

pathway.38 It has been found that no adverse effects on glass
bioactivity are caused by the incorporation of Cu into the BG
network.39,40 Toxicological effects of Cu-containing BGs on murine
cell macrophages have been studied and it was found that it would
not cause toxic effects at low concentrations (in the range of up to
0.98 mg mL�1 or 2.5 mol%).41

Previous studies typically claim that Cu2+ ions are respon-
sible species for the antipathogenic effect, and the importance
of Cu+ ions was underestimated.42–58 Sometimes, the oxidation
state of copper is not investigated44,51 or not investigated with
appropriate techniques.

Several analytical techniques can be used to identify the
ratio of the oxidation state of different species in solids,
including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),59 electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),60 X-ray absorption spectro-
scopy (XAS),61 Raman spectroscopy,62 and ultraviolet/visible/
infrared (UV/vis/IR) spectroscopy.63 XPS and EELS are perhaps
the most widely used tools in materials characterization.64 The
physicochemical properties of the BGs, including the oxida-
tion state of Cu, depend on the selected synthesis method
of glasses.65 Melt-quenching,66 the sol–gel method,67 and ion-
exchange39 are effective methods for the production of Cu-
containing BGs. It is expected that the two principal oxidation
states of Cu exist in the samples synthesized using either the
sol–gel method or the melting method, where thermal treat-
ments above 500 1C are applied as reported by Mekki et al.30

More research must therefore be carried out in order to
understand the effective use of Cu-containing BGs, because
there are no substantial details about the fundamental under-
lying mechanism of bioactivity due to the lack of information
about their atomistic structure such as the coordination
environment, the NBO of e.g. network modifier cations and
NC of the glasses. The relevant structural information to the
glass bioactivity can be well understood and tailored using
modern computational techniques such as molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, which in turn unveil other relevant effects.23,68

MD methods are powerful tools in materials sciences to study
amorphous materials and glasses with multiple atomic species,69

and can be used as a complement to conventional experiments.70

Besides the experimental effort, the bioactivity of glasses and the
degradation rate can be understood using MD simulations.71

The split network models or NBO and NC can be used to predict
the glass bioactivity using MD simulations as effective tools to
study glasses. To represent the polarisability of the oxide ions, a
shell-model is incorporated into the model.72 The shell-model is
crucial to represent the medium-range structure properly and
hence the bioactivity.73 However, computer modeling of glasses
has its own limitations as the time and special scales are largely
different between the computer world and the laboratory-based
experiments. For example, a much slower cooling rate is needed
for the generation of a glass such as 1000 K s�1 in the real world,
whereas ultrafast cooling rates are used in MD simulation due to
the computation time, typically less than a microsecond.74

Moreover, the new algorithms should be developed to improve
computational methods in better representing laboratory
glasses.75
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The method and the condition of glass preparation incor-
porating Cu ions in the glass structure determines the ratio of
Cu+ : Cu2+ ions in the glass.76 In particular, the occurrence of
both Cu+ and Cu2+ in the glass depends on a set of temperature,
duration and chemical factors in the melt.77 For example, using
CuCl or CuO salts to incorporate Cu ions into the silicate-based
glass via a melt-quenching method under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere, most ions (around 80–90%) are Cu+ ions in the
glass.30,78 The ratio of Cu2+ : Cutotal in Cu-containing phosphate-
based glasses was studied by Mugoni et al.,79 and their results were
included in the modelling approach by Broglia et al.,80 as we
discuss later in the Results section.

We believe that the importance of different oxidation states
of Cu in BGs has been underestimated, where the presence of
cations in multiple oxidation states can promote different
structural changes.81 The main focus of this paper is to
investigate the influence of Cu substitution with both oxidation
states in silicate-based glasses at the atomistic scale through
the development of a polarisable force field.72 To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that the effect of Cu+ and Cu2+

ions simultaneously in the BGs is studied via classical MD
simulations. We used classical MD to simulate several compo-
sitions of copper-containing silicate-based bioactive glasses.
Following development and validation of interatomic poten-
tials for Cu+–O and Cu2+–O, we describe the local environment
of the copper atoms, in terms of the pairwise radial distribution
function (RDF),82 coordination number,23 field strength,28

network connectivity83 and bond length. The effect of copper
incorporation on the bioactivity of silicate-based glasses is
discussed and concluded.

2. Development of interatomic
potentials for Cu+–O and Cu2+–O

Due to the lack of accurate parameters that describe the Cu+–O
and Cu2+–O interactions simultaneously, an accurate interatomic
potential was developed to take into account the inclusion of both
oxidation states of copper ions in the glass structure. In our
classical MD simulations, the interatomic interactions are
described by the Born model of solids using full-charge pair
potentials. In addition to the electrostatic interactions between
ions, the short-range interactions are modelled using the
Buckingham potential:

Uij ¼ Aij exp

�rij
rij � Cijrij

�6 (1)

where rij is the interatomic distance between two ions i and j
and A, r, and C are the parameters of the model. The conven-
tional empirical fitting approach was used to obtain the Buck-
ingham potential parameters for the Cu+–O interaction without
contributions from other types of short-range potentials.
However, deriving the potential parameters for Cu2+–O inter-
actions was challenging since the interaction in Cu–O shows a
strong Jahn–Teller distortion.84 In 2001, Ermin et al. found that
the addition of a Morse-type potential can contribute to simple
Buckingham and three-body potentials to improve the results

of crystal structure modelling for Cu2+–oxide-containing
systems.85 They claimed that the Buckingham potential, Morse
or Lennard-Jones potential cannot describe the Cu2+ inter-
actions in crystal structures alone. However, a negative value
of the parameter D of the conventional Morse potential (eqn (2))
should be added. This is only a small correction to the Cu2+–O
Buckingham potential, but means that the Morse potential
parameters cannot be correlated with the real physical quan-
tities of parameter D, or r0, as is usually done.85 In the present
work, the same method was used and transferability was tested.
The Morse potential function is:

Uij = D[1 � exp(�b(rij�r0))]2�D (2)

where conventionally D is the well depth or the bond dissocia-
tion energy, r0 is the equilibrium interatomic distance, and
b represents the slope of the potential energy well.

Cu+–O and Cu2+–O interatomic Buckingham potential para-
meters were derived using already existing potentials developed
for silicate-based glasses. The existing potential parameters are
listed in Table 1. The initial crystallographic data were collected
from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Data file (ICSD) as a part
of the Chemical Data Service at Daresbury.86 Two crystal
structures, AlCuO2 and KCuO, were selected to reproduce the
potential interaction parameters between Cu+–O interactions.
Na2CuSi3O8 and CaCuO2 crystal structures were used for
empirical fitting of Cu2+–O interactions.86 The transferability
and reliability of the potentials were improved through a multi-
structure empirical fitting.87,88 The General Utility Lattice Pro-
gram (GULP) was used for energy minimisation.89,90 It is crucial
to use accurate potentials in order to reproduce experimental
data so that the studied structures can be predicted using those
potentials when there is no experimental data available. In
Table 2 the lattice parameters of the crystalline structures to
which the potential was fitted are given. In this system, the
accuracy was determined by averaging all unit cell parameters
to less than 3% of error between the experimental data and the
optimised lattice structure (Table 3). The optimised potential

Table 1 The existing interatomic potential parameters used in this
work85,91,92

Pairs Å (eV) r (Å) C (eV Å6)

Na–Os 56 465.3453 0.193931 0.0
K–Os 1000.30 0.36198 10.5690
Si–Os 1283.910 0.320520 10.66158
Os–Os 22 764 0.149 27.88
Ca–Os 2152.3566 0.309227 0.09944
P–Os 1020.00 0.343220 0.03

Triplets (k3b) (eV rad�2) y (deg)

Os–Si–Os 2.097 109.47
Os–P–Os 3.3588 109.47
Os–Cu2+–Os 4.933 90.0

Core–shell Core (e) Shell (e) kcs (eV Å�2)

Oc–Os +0.8482 �2.8482 74.92
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parameters for Cu+–O and Cu2+–O interactions were used for
the subsequent MD simulations.

3. Simulation details

The DLPOLY code93 was used to perform classical MD simula-
tions of different copper-containing silicate-based glass com-
positions. The precise compositions and densities are given in
Table 4. In the current study, the compositions were based on
the structure of 45S5 BGs with compositions of 46.1 mol% SiO2,
26.9 mol% CaO, 24.4 mol% Na2O, and 2.6 mol% P2O5 with the
Na2O being gradually substituted by CuO until 20 mol%. The
compositions all share the same O/Si ratio, and hence network
connectivity. By considering both the oxidation states of Cu,
the ratio of Cu+ : Cu2+ was included in the simulation in order
to obtain an accurate simulation of the glass structure, as
observed experimentally.30 The percentage of the ratio derived
from experimental X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy30 per-
formed by Mekki et al. on silicate-based compositions was used
as the starting point to partition the ratio between Cu+ and Cu2+

ions. They reported amounts of Cu+ = 89% and Cu2+ = 10.3% in
those glass samples.30 Since the ratio of Cu2+ : Cutotal is unde-
tectable for compositions with less than 14 mol% Cu2O,30 the
composition with 10 mol% of CuO was not simulated in the
second batch. The overall charge neutrality of the entire system
was maintained by correcting the number of oxygen ions.80

To calculate an accurate ratio of Cu+ and Cu2+ ions in each
sample, part of the Cu+ ions were changed into Cu2+ ions
manually until an equilibrated system was obtained. In fact,
the ratio of Cu+/Cu2+ ions was determined by finding a system
in which energy is minimised. Because of this reason, the total
ratio of Cu+ and Cu2+ ions varies in each glass composition,
depending on the mol% of other ions in the system.

For all these compositions, the initial configuration was set
up by placing 2000 atoms independently and randomly into a
cubic periodic simulation box with a constant size subject only
to the constraint that no two atoms were closer than about 80–
90% of their expected interatomic separation. This gives the
appropriate density for the compositions and prevents unphy-
sical starting configurations. The densities of the studied
compositions were obtained theoretically using a global model
for calculating the glass density at room temperature published
by Fluegel,94 and the numbers of atoms are given in Table 5.

Following an instantaneous relaxation at zero temperature,
each model was cooled in a series of runs in NVT ensembles for
50 ps, decreasing the temperature in the following order at a
cooling rate of 4 K ps�1: 2000 K, 1500 K, 1000 K, 650 K, and 300 K,
ensuring that the system reached thermal equilibrium for each of
the temperatures. The timestep was 0.2 fs, where the cut-offs for
short-range potentials and electrostatic interactions were 8 Å and
12 Å, respectively. The Ewald summation method was applied to
evaluate the electrostatic force in the system. All data are taken
from averages of three independent simulations for each composi-
tion. The cooling rates for the classical MD are significantly higher
than the ones used in typical experimental rates.95 This is because
a short time scale is used in computer simulation that makes it
impossible to simulate the quenching of the system with small
cooling rates,96 but nonetheless the structure is known to be
converged even at these cooling rates.97,98

4. Results

In the current study, the structures of the Cu-containing silica
glasses are characterised, while the comparisons between Cu+

Table 2 Optimised potential parameters developed in this work

Pairs

Buckingham

Å (eV) r (Å) C (eV Å6)

Cu+–Os 608.5000 0.275 0.0
Cu2+–Os 3939.302102 0.285709 0.0

Pair

Morse

D (eV) b (Å�1) r0 (Å)

Cu2+–Os �0.10922 1.359548 3.273

Table 3 The calculated and experimental lattice parameters for copper
containing crystals using the interatomic potentials developed in this work

Materials Parameters Calc. Exp. Diff. (%)

K4Cu4O4 a, b 9.505 Å 9.35 Å 1.66
c 5.524 Å 5.44 Å 1.56
a, b 90.01
g 901

AlCuO2 a, b 2.867 Å 2.920 Å 1.85
c 16.981 Å 16.517 Å �2.73
a, b 90.01
g 1201

CaCuO2 a, b 3.856 Å 3.935 Å 2.06
c 3.181 Å 3.254 Å 2.31
a, b, g 90.01

Na8Cu4Si12O32 a 7.932 Å 7.834 Å 1.24
b 10.329 Å 10.232 Å �0.93
c 9.601 Å 9.783 Å 1.90
a, g 90.01
b 105.61 108.91 2.31

Table 4 The glass compositions and densities studied in this work. All
compositions are given in mol%

Sample ID SiO2 Na2O CaO Cu+ (mol%) Cu2+ P2O5 Density (g cm�3)

1CuBG10 46.1 14.4 26.9 10.0 0.00 2.6 3.2069
1CuBG15 46.1 9.4 26.9 15.0 0.00 2.6 3.2420
1CuBG20 46.1 4.4 26.9 20.0 0.00 2.6 3.2771
2CuBG15 46.1 9.4 26.9 13.5 1.5 2.6 3.2420
2CuBG20 46.1 4.4 26.9 18.4 1.6 2.6 3.2771

Table 5 The number of atoms studied in this work

Sample ID O Si Na Ca Cu+/Cu++ P

1.5pt1CuBG10 1102 325 188 190 156/0 36
1CuBG15 1102 325 132 190 212/0 36
1CuBG20 1102 325 62 190 282/0 36
2CuBG15 1108 327 134 191 190/11 36
2CuBG20 1108 327 62 191 256/14 36
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and Cu2+ were carried out to elucidate the differences. The
effect of Cu+ and Cu2+ in substitution with Na ions on the
structure of 45S5 bioglasses will also be discussed for the first
time to the best of our knowledge.

Fig. 1 shows the partial pair-correlation function g(r) as a
function of bond length r for Cu+–O interactions in 1CuSiBG10,
1CuSiBG15, and 1CuSiBG20 compositions. The bond lengths are
determined as the first peak of g(r) and coordination numbers are
calculated using the information from g(r). As can be seen (Fig. 1),
the Cu+–O bond length is about 1.71 Å for all compositions with
just different intensities. The cut-off of 2.1 Å was used to calculate
the coordination of Cu+–O interactions in 1CuSiBG15&20. The Cu+–
O interaction exhibits short bond lengths (Fig. 1) in 2CuSiBG15 and
2CuSiBG20 compositions, at about 1.68 Å.

Fig. 1 also illustrates the comparison of Cu2+–O interactions
between 2CuSiBG15 and 2CuSiBG20 compositions. The Cu2+–O
average bond distance is longer than that of Cu+–O in all
compositions, but with a different pattern of bonding. The
Cu2+–O interaction exhibits a bond length of 2.33 Å and the
peak is broader in the 2CuSiBG20 composition. Whereas, the
oxygen neighbours of Cu2+ are found at two different distances
of 2.33 Å and 2.39 Å in the composition with a lower concen-
tration of Cu (15 mol%). Table 6 presents the mean of bond
length and coordination numbers for each Cu oxide.

We identified another short-intermediate range structure in
the glass due to the presence of Cu2+ ions which promotes the
binding of Cu2+ ions to the glass network formers by relatively
covalent bonds. This may produce P–O� � �Cu2+ or Si–O� � �Cu2+

bonds.80 We computed this for Cu2+ ions present in the studied
compositions here. The results are presented in Table 7. From
the results it can be seen that Si–O� � �Cu and P–O� � �Cu dis-
tances are approximately 3.19–3.73 Å.

4.1. Cation coordination numbers

The coordination numbers of both Cu+ and Cu2+ cations were
analysed and presented in Table 6. It was found that the CNs of
Cu+ and Cu2+ ions change as a function of the oxidation state.
The average CNs of Cu+–O and Cu2+–O were calculated to be
3.04 � 0.27 and 6.05 � 0.07, respectively. The CNs in Cu+ are
lower than those in Cu2+ ions with a higher oxidation state,
which has profound effects on bioactivity. The bond length also
increases as the CN increases for the Cu2+ ions. As can be seen,
the Cu+–O and Cu2+–O CNs do not differ drastically with the
changing composition.

Typical oxygen arrangements around Cu+ are shown in
Fig. 2. Cu+ ions could be found coordinated by two and three
oxygen atoms in the arrangement of linear and trigonal geo-
metries, respectively. In all studied compositions, the geometry
of Cu+–O is mainly trigonal with three oxygen atoms at a
distance of about 1.68–1.71 Å. The coordination environment
of Cu2+ ions are shown in molecular geometries as shown in
Fig. 3 and as can be seen Cu2+ ions are surrounded by six
oxygen atoms. The results show a complex with regular octahe-
dral geometries (Fig. 3(a)) where the oxygen atoms are at the
same distance from the Cu2+ central atom. A distorted octahe-
dral geometry (Fig. 3(b)) has been observed for Cu2+ in compo-
sition with a lower Cu concentration where the oxygen atoms
are surrounding the central atoms at two different distances
based on the results from the pair-correlation function.

Fig. 1 Partial pair-correlation functions of Cu+–O and Cu2+–O interac-
tions for the studied compositions.

Table 6 The Cu–O bond-lengths (Å) and coordination numbers of the
Cu2+–O interactions studied

Sample ID Oxide Bond length (Å)

CN

Total BO NBO

1CuSiBG10 Cu+ 1.71 3.0 0.2 2.8
1CuSiBG15 Cu+ 1.71 2.9 0.1 2.8
1CuSiBG20 Cu+ 1.71 2.8 0.1 2.7
2CuSiBG15 Cu+ 1.67 3.0 0.1 2.9
2CuSiBG20 Cu+ 1.69 3.0 0.4 2.6
2CuSiBG15 Cu2+ 2.23–2.39 6.1 1.6 4.5
2CuSiBG20 Cu2+ 2.31 6.0 0.8 5.2

Table 7 Short-intermediate range structures for Cu2+ ions in the studied
compositions

Sample ID Si–O� � �Cu2+ (Å) P–O� � �Cu2+ (Å)

2CuSiBG15 3.73 � 0.14 3.19 � 0.19
2CuSiBG20 3.53 � 0.14 3.47 � 0.19

Fig. 2 Snapshot of (a) linear and (b) trigonal structures of Cu+ ions in
1CuSiBG compositions. The colours are P (magneta), O (white), Ca (green),
Na (navy), and Cu+ (red).
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4.2. Distribution of NBO

The percentage of NBO atoms in the first coordination shell of
the cations in the studied compositions is shown in Fig. 4 and
5. This shows that in 1CuSiBGs10,15,20 compositions Cu+ has
more NBO in its first coordination shell than Ca and Na ions.
Also the percentage of NBO increases with an increase in the
mol% of Cu2O in the glass as substituted with Na2O. The
percentage of NBO provided by Ca is approximately similar in
all compositions, and that for Na decreases. Table 8 shows the
calculated field strength28 of cations based on their bond
lengths in the 2CuSiBGs20 composition where both Cu+ and
Cu2+ ions are present. From Table 8, Na has the smallest field
strength (0.18) and Ca and Cu2+ show similar field strengths.
It can be seen in Fig. 5, where the percentage distributions of
NBO in the first coordination shell of Cu2 and Ca are about 85%
which can explain the similarity of the these two ions’ field
strength. Thus, the three Ca, Na, and Cu+ cations fall into
network modifier classes. From Fig. 5, increasing the mol% of
Cu2O during substitution with Na2O decreases the percentage
of NBO provided by Cu+ ions in the 2CuSiBG20 composition.

The bioactivity of the implemented glasses is controlled by
the network connectivity of the glass as the key parameter.99

The network connectivity is defined as the average number of
BO atoms per silicon atom.91 As can be seen from Fig. 4 and 5,
the NBO atoms provided by Si–O interactions are similar in all
studied compositions. It seems the substitution of Na for Cu+

and Cu2+ does not change the network connectivity, nor would

we expect this, as the O/Si ratio is constant across all of our
studied compositions.

5. Discussion

The present paper focusses on Cu-containing silicate-based
glasses for use in tissue engineering. Previously, the addition
of Cu+ ions into the basic BG composition has been only
studied experimentally to investigate their effect on biological
tissues.100 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that the effect of Cu+ and Cu2+ ions simultaneously in BGs is
studied via classical MD simulations. The aim of the project is
to describe precisely the effect of Cu ions in the structure of
silicate-based BGs to understand the effects on the bioactivity.
Based on the published studies, the Cu ions can occur in the
glass in both Cu+ and Cu2+ oxidation states using conventional
melting methods.30

It was found by our study that Cu+ ions can be linear two-
coordinated geometry and/or trigonal coordinated geometry
within silicate-based BG (Fig. 2). Our findings show excellent
agreement with the study conducted recently by Galante
et al.,101 The Cu+–O bond shows a complicated bonding nature
with both ionic and covalent characteristics.102 The charge
transfer takes place from the Cu 4s shell to the 2p shell of O.
The Cu 3d shells also interact with the 2p shell of O, but the net
contribution is negligible. This is because the bonding and
anti-bonding components cancel each other.103 The interaction
between Cu and O was found to be predominantly covalent and
the intermolecular O–O interaction is dominated by Coulomb
repulsion. A linear structure can also be formed and this is due

Fig. 3 Snapshot of (a) regular octahedral and (b) distorted octahedral
structures of Cu2+ in 1CuSiBG20 and 2CuSiBG15 compositions, respectively.
The images were obtained by OVITO. The colours are P (magneta), O (white),
Ca (green), Na (navy), Cu+ (red) and Cu2+ (dark red).

Fig. 4 The percentage of NBO in the first coordination shell of all atoms
in 1CuSiBGs10 1CuSiBGs15, and 1CuSiBGs20 compositions.

Fig. 5 The percentage of NBO in the first coordination shell of all atoms
in 2CuSiBGs15 and 2CuSiBGs20 compositions.

Table 8 Calculated field strengths of cations in the 2CuSiBGs20

composition

Ion Interatomic distance (Å) Field strength (Z/a2) (e Å�2)

Na+ 2.34 0.18
Cu+ 1.69 0.35
Cu2+ 2.33 0.36
Ca2+ 2.33 0.36
Si4+ 1.61 1.54
P5+ 1.53 2.13
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to the strong hybridisation of the O 2p shell with Cu 3d,
forming bonding and anti-bonding linear combinations.104

From the results, it is clearly observable that linear coordi-
nated Cu+ can be found in the system that contains a higher
[Cu+/Cutotal] ratio, as we observe.

Our results (Fig. 3) show that Cu2+ exhibits octahedral
geometries surrounded by six oxygen ions. Fig. 6 illustrates
two prototypical Jahn–Teller distortions of an octahedral Cu2+

complex, compressed and elongated. The two distorted octa-
hedral complexes are theoretically possible, but in practice
elongated complexes are more common by far84 and no study
has reported Jahn–Teller compressions for Cu2+. Also no notice-
able linear structure can be seen in both 2Cu20SiBG and
2Cu15SiBG systems, where both Cu+ and Cu2+ were included.
The electron distribution and the arrangement of atoms within
the Cu2+ complexes are strongly affected by Jahn–Teller
distortions.

The ratio between the ions is dependent on the glass
composition. From the results, the coordination environment
for Cu+ is predominantly 3 and that for Cu2+ is 6. In 1992,
Kamiya et al. studied copper-containing alumino-silicate based
glasses with a CuO concentration of 20 wt% and reported a
coordination number of 2 for Cu+ and 4 for Cu2+.76 Later on in
2012, Silvestri et al. conducted a similar study using the X-ray
Absoption Spectroscopy (XAS) technique and confirmed the
results in Kamiya’s study.105 Another study was performed
recently in 2019 by Grund et al.106 to investigate the Cu+ and
Cu2+ coordination environments in mixed alkali-lime-silicate
glasses using X-ray and UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy. It
was concluded that Cu+ is coordinated by two oxygen ions,
whereas Cu2+ has a coordination of six oxygen ions.76,105,106

However, according to Grund et al., it is unlikely that all Cu+

ions are coordinated in a linear way with oxygen ions in
amorphous materials such as glasses. Therefore, it is likely
that Cu+–O coordination with a coordination number of three,
as we observed, also occurs, which was neglected in these
studies. The findings from our study using the MD method
proves that Cu+ can be coordinated by two and three oxygen
ions within the glass systems.

For both Cu+ and Cu2+, previous experiments have reported
a broad range of bond lengths, with which our results are
consistent. Previous studies reported a distance of 1.79–2.32 Å
for Cu+–O in crystalline Cu2O.101,105,107–112 It was found that the
distance between Cu+–O interactions is slightly shorter in
crystalline systems than in glassy systems. In the present study,

it was found that the Cu+–O interaction with a distance in the
range of 1.68–1.71 Å is slightly shorter than all the mentioned
investigations of Cu in glass. Three oxygen atoms at 1.71 Å gives
rise to trigonally coordinated Cu+ atoms in 1CuSiBG10,15,20

compositions, whereas the primary shorter Cu+–O bond length
is associated with a similar coordination in 2CuSiBG15,20 com-
positions. Cu2+ atoms were found to be coordinated by six
oxygen atoms in an octahedral environment with the distance
ranging between 2.23 Å and 2.39 Å. When an octahedral
complex is distorted towards an elongated octahedron, two
longer axial bonds and four equatorial shorter bonds are
expected in the complex.84 The two axial Cu2+–O interactions
of 2.1–2.9 Å have been reported as the most common bond
length.113 A bond length of 2.4 Å has also been reported for
axial interactions.84 The axial interaction in the range of
2.4–2.9 Å is considered as weaker, secondary, and predomi-
nantly electrostatic in nature.84 In addition, any interaction
longer than 2.8 Å is considered as a van der Waals interaction
only.84 In 2019, another study reported a bond length in the
range of 1.89–1.91 Å for the equatorial Cu2+–O interactions in
the glass compositions.106 In the same study the bond dis-
tances ranging from 2.20 to 2.24 Å have been reported for the
Cu2+–O axial interactions. In the present study a sharp peak
around 2.32 Å for Cu2+–O interactions in the 2Cu15SiBG
composition can be associated with an axial bond length. Thus,
in silicate-based BGs, Cu2+–O distances are shorter than those
interactions in crystalline systems. However, it was also shown
by the Mössbauer spectroscopy method that the coordination
number and bond length of copper ions in silicate-based
glasses depends on the composition.114

From the results presented in Fig. 4 and 5, it can be seen
that the amount of Si-NBO bonding in the glass structure is
within the range from 42 to 44% in all compositions. From this,
it is assumed that the glass network connectivity remains
unchanged by adding Cu+ and Cu2+ ions into the glass. The
polarizability, mobility due to charges on ions, field strength,
and concentration of ions within the BG structures are the key
factors in determining the location and distribution of cations
in the glass network. The size of ions are less important when
the ions are replaced with the ones with similar ionic radii.
However, the charge differences between the cations determine
their distributions in the glass structure.115

When a melt of Cu2+ salt is used for implanting Cu into the
glass, the Cu2+ ions initially are predominantly incorporated
into glass. Then, the ions are reduced partially into their Cu+

state due to the singly charged vacancies of alkali ions in
the glass network.116 It is likely that by increasing the concen-
tration of divalent Cu salt, fewer Cu2+ ions will tend to be
located near lone electron pairs of NBO atoms. From our
results, the Cu2+ ions are assumed to form four short ionic
bonds and two long polarized covalent bonds. In this case, the
equatorial Cu2+–O bond length turns out to be similar to that
of Cu+–O (2.23 Å).106 Based on the results (Table 6) for the
2Cu15SiBG composition, about two (1.6) of the six oxygen
atoms around Cu2+ can be BO and the rest form NBO. Cu2+

ions with a higher charge than Cu+ in the glass network
Fig. 6 Schematic presentation of compressed and elongated octahedral
Cu2+ complexes.
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promoted the formation of a short-intermediate range structure
(Table 7) and produced relatively covalent P–O–Cu2+ bonds,
leading to more BO arrangements in the glass.117 It also causes
a reduction of optimum sites for Cu+, reducing the number of
NBO for this ion.

Our study indicates that Cu+ and Cu2+ bond-lengths and
coordination numbers vary in different glass systems. However,
the bioactivity of silicate-based glasses in terms of Si-NBO
bonding in the glass network will remain unchanged following
the inclusion of Cu in its both form of oxidation states, Cu+ and
Cu2+. Apart from the network connectivity of the glass, the
field strength of modifier cations can also influence on the
bioactivity and dissolution behaviour of the glass.118 For
example, Ca and Na ions have different effects on physical
and chemical durability due to having different field strengths
and bonding to the network structure. Calcium ions with
higher field strength can bond to the glass network and
increase the mechanical strength and durability of silicate-
based glasses.118 It was found in the present study that Ca and
Cu+ as well as Cu2+ show a similar field strength and the NBO
percentage distribution decreases upon increasing the Cu2+

ions in the glass. We would not expect substantial changes in
the bioactivity after the incorporation of copper, regardless of
the oxidation state. A study conducted by Bejarano et al. also
evidenced experimentally that by incorporating Cu2+ ions with
substitution by CaO, the glass dissolution and the ion release
became more difficult and due to a more stabilized glass
structure.119 The fundamental mechanism behind this can
be explained from our results. However, they have also not
mentioned the presence of Cu+ ions in the glass due to
the lack of information about the atomistic structure of Cu-
incorporated BGs. When there is more than one modifier in
the glass system, they compete for NBO with higher field
strength cations within them.120

6. Conclusions

We have conducted classical molecular dynamics simulations
of various copper-containing silicate glasses to characterize the
Cu+ and Cu2+ ions’ local environment within the bioactive
silicate-based glasses and to understand the influence of both
oxides on the structure and bioactivity of the glasses. Optimised
potential parameters of Cu+–O and Cu2+–O interactions were
developed and applied for subsequent molecular dynamics
simulations.

It was found that the structural effect of the addition of Cu2+

ions to silicate-based glasses can be investigated using MD
models in the presence of Cu+ ions simultaneously in a certain
ratio. We have found that the Cu+–O bond length with a planar
geometry and coordination number of three is shorter than the
Cu2+–O interactions’ elongated octahedral geometry. The incor-
porated copper oxides in the structure of silicate-based glasses
are expected to act as network modifiers. However, some Cu2+

ions bond to non-bridging oxygen atoms. The effect on the
bioactivity of Cu incorporation is likely to be small.
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